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Hsu SM, Yang YF. Temporal neural mechanisms underlying
conscious access to different levels of facial stimulus contents. J
Neurophysiol 119: 1356 –1366, 2018. First published December 20,
2017; doi:10.1152/jn.00747.2017.—An important issue facing the
empirical study of consciousness concerns how the contents of incoming stimuli gain access to conscious processing. According to
classic theories, facial stimuli are processed in a hierarchical manner.
However, it remains unclear how the brain determines which level of
stimulus content is consciously accessible when facing an incoming
facial stimulus. Accordingly, with a magnetoencephalography technique, this study aims to investigate the temporal dynamics of the
neural mechanism mediating which level of stimulus content is
consciously accessible. Participants were instructed to view masked
target faces at threshold so that, according to behavioral responses,
their perceptual awareness alternated from consciously accessing
facial identity in some trials to being able to consciously access facial
configuration features but not facial identity in other trials. Conscious
access at these two levels of facial contents were associated with a
series of differential neural events. Before target presentation, different patterns of phase angle adjustment were observed between the two
types of conscious access. This effect was followed by stronger phase
clustering for awareness of facial identity immediately during stimulus presentation. After target onset, conscious access to facial identity,
as opposed to facial configural features, was able to elicit more robust
late positivity. In conclusion, we suggest that the stages of neural
events, ranging from prestimulus to stimulus-related activities, may
operate in combination to determine which level of stimulus contents
is consciously accessed. Conscious access may thus be better construed as comprising various forms that depend on the level of
stimulus contents accessed.
NEW & NOTEWORTHY The present study investigates how the
brain determines which level of stimulus contents is consciously
accessible when facing an incoming facial stimulus. Using magnetoencephalography, we show that prestimulus activities together with
stimulus-related activities may operate in combination to determine
conscious face detection or identification. This finding is distinct from
the previous notion that conscious face detection precedes identification and provides novel insights into the temporal dynamics of
different levels of conscious face perception.
alpha phase; consciousness; MEG; P300
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INTRODUCTION

Consciousness is a hallmark feature of the human mind, yet
it remains mysterious. One important issue with empirical
studies of consciousness concerns the neural mechanism underlying how external information gains access to conscious
processing and, in turn, defines reportable conscious content
(Baars 2002). Although the nature of conscious access is
subject to intense investigation, previous research on this issue
has commonly focused on comparing how human brains differentially respond to aware and unaware stimuli (Aru et al.
2012; Dehaene and Changeux 2011). In most of these studies,
participants report their general awareness of incoming stimuli,
such as whether a stimulus is seen or not, or just specify their
awareness of a certain aspect of stimulus contents, such as
whether a stimulus is a face or a house. However, stimuli are
processed in a hierarchical manner, from very simple features
to complex conglomerates, and thereby may consist of different levels of contents. For example, a face stimulus consists of
at least two levels of contents, from basic-level facial configural features to deep-level facial identity, and the processing of
information involved in each level is distinct (Bruce and
Young 1986; Haxby et al. 2000). On the one hand, facial
configural features concern the arrangement of facial features
(e.g., 2 eyes above a nose) and thereby specify the stimulus as
a face. On the other hand, facial identity involves encoding
subtle variations in the shape or spacing of the features and
thereby specifies facial differences among individuals (Maurer
et al. 2002).
From this perspective, there might exist dissociable forms of
conscious perception that associate with access to various
levels of stimulus contents (Campana and Tallon-Baudry 2013;
Hochstein and Ahissar 2002; Kouider et al. 2010; Windey et al.
2013). In the domain of temporal processing of conscious face
perception, research with different experimental approaches
(Navajas et al. 2013; Rodríguez et al. 2012; Sandberg et al.
2013) has consistently shown that conscious detection of the
presence of faces elicits early neural responses that peak
around 170 ms from stimulus onset, an event-related component corresponding to the well-established N170 (Bentin et al.
1996) or M170 component (Liu et al. 2002) in the literature. In
a separate line of research (Genetti et al. 2009; Tanskanen et al.
2007), neural responses associated with awareness of facial
identity are found to emerge relatively late, around 230 ms, and
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this effect is followed by an increase of the P300 component.
The notion that conscious face detection precedes conscious
face identification is further supported by a recent study on
object perception (Koivisto et al. 2017). In this study, stimulus
hierarchy was taken into account by comparing electrophysiological correlates between two separate tasks, in which participants were required to detect the presence of a digit stimulus at threshold or to identify whether the digit was smaller or
larger than 5. The results also indicate an early neural signature, 200 –300 ms after stimulus onset, responsible for conscious detection, whereas conscious identification is correlated
with a late positive enhancement of the P300 component
around 400 ms. However, opposing results have also been
reported, in which conscious face detection may also evoke the
P300 component (Rodríguez et al. 2012), and conscious face
identification is also associated with the M170 component
(Tanskanen et al. 2007). More importantly, in all these studies,
separate experiments and different task requirements were
carried out to individually investigate conscious access to a
specific level of stimulus contents. One crucial issue remains
unsolved: when facing an incoming stimulus, how does the
brain determine which level of stimulus contents is consciously
accessible? In other words, how do different levels of stimulus
contents from the very same facial stimulus compete for
conscious access? Furthermore, previous studies have shown
that the prestimulus alpha phase may modulate subsequent
aware/unaware states of visual perception (Busch et al. 2009;
Mathewson et al. 2009), revealing that distinct patterns of
rhythmic phase adjustment that precede the upcoming stimuli
may partly determine whether a stimulus is consciously perceived. Accordingly, is it possible that conscious access to
different levels of stimulus contents could also be partly
resolved even before stimulus onset?
To address these issues in the present study, we used the
hierarchical contents of facial stimuli. We briefly presented a
masked face target at threshold. On the basis of their reports,
participants were able to consciously access its facial identify
in some trials (i.e., conscious face identification). In other
trials, they were able to consciously access facial configuration
features without recognizing its facial identity (i.e., conscious
face detection). In the remaining trials, participants were unable to consciously detect the presence of the face. In this
regard, participants expressed their conscious experience of
different levels of stimulus contents based on the very same
stimulus, but the level that was consciously accessed alternated
over trials within a single paradigm. Meanwhile, magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals were recorded to reveal the
temporal dynamics of conscious access. The objective of this
study is to unveil the temporal neural mechanism mediating
conscious access to different levels of stimulus contents when
the brain is facing an incoming stimulus. Specifically, we
investigated the respective roles of prestimulus and stimulusrelated phase and event-related activities in the mechanism.
METHODS

Participants. Thirteen right-handed participants without a past
neurological or psychiatric history were enrolled as participants [8
men; age ⫽ 26.38 (3.23) yr, mean (SD); range ⫽ 21–31 yr]. All
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided
written informed consent. This number of participants was determined
on the basis of previous MEG or electroencephalography (EEG)
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research on face perception (Liu et al. 2002) and consciousness
(Busch et al. 2009) using similar experimental approaches. All procedures were carried out in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and were approved by the ethical committee of National
Taiwan University.
Stimuli. The grayscale stimuli consisted of 56 different facial
images of the same target celebrity (Andy Liu) and 24 facial images
of different non-target celebrities. All images were collected from the
Internet and depict various viewing conditions and backgrounds to
reduce the possibility that the participants could use a small set of
low-level features to perform the task. Most of the target images were
in a frontal view and with smiles. To ensure that a few images with
different gaze direction and neutral expression did not confound the
results, we repeated our analysis by excluding those images and found
that the same pattern of results could still be obtained. Additionally,
34 texture patterns were generated by scrambling randomly selected
facial images into 1 ⫻ 1-pixel squares. Masks were created in a
similar manner by scrambling the faces into 8 ⫻ 8-pixel squares. All
the stimuli were adjusted and matched on low-level physical attributes
(luminance, contrast, and spatial frequency) using the SHINE toolbox
(Willenbockel et al. 2010). The face images subtended a horizontal
visual angle of 2.4° and a vertical angle of 2.7° around the center of
the screen. Notably, only one target identity was used throughout the
experiment. This strategy aimed to avoid introducing additional noise
during the analysis, given that our pilot study showed that different
target identities would require differential mask intensities to obtain
the luminance that yielded stimuli at threshold (see below).
Before the study, participants provided familiarity ratings for the
target celebrity without viewing the experimental stimuli. The participants indicated their familiarity with the celebrity on a scale of 1 to
3: 1, “I have not heard of this celebrity at all;” 2, “I have heard of this
celebrity, but I am not familiar with the face;” or 3, “I have heard of
this celebrity, and I am familiar with the face.” All participants
reported a score of 3.
Procedure. As shown in Fig. 1, each trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross for 800 –1,000 ms, followed by a forward
mask for 300 ms, a stimulus for 17 ms, and a backward mask for 33
ms. The stimulus was either a target face (Andy Liu), the face of
another celebrity, or a texture. The technique of sandwich masking, a
commonly used approach for attenuating face perception, and the
mask durations were all based on similar parameters employed in
prior research (Kouider and Dehaene 2007). After a blank of 250 ms,
a response window with three options was displayed. Participants had
up to 3,000 ms to report 1) that they could recognize that the stimulus
was the target face by selecting the option “Liu” (written in traditional
Chinese), 2) that they could not recognize whether the face was the
target or could recognize that the stimulus was the non-target face by
selecting the option “Face,” or 3) that they could not see a face by
selecting the option “No.” The participants responded by pressing
buttons with their right index, middle, and ring fingers. The positions
of the three response options were randomized across trials. Pressing
a button initiated a new trial after the 1,400- to 1,800-ms intertrial
interval.
The experiment consisted of 12–14 runs. Each run consisted of 28
different target faces portraying the same celebrity, 12 other celebrity
faces (30% of the face-present trials), and 17 textures (30% of the total
trials). Both texture and celebrity face trials served as catch trials and
were therefore excluded from the main analysis. To ensure that
participants did not randomly respond their conscious access to target
identity and target configural features, we examined the percentage of
the celebrity face and texture trials in which the participants responded “Liu” [mean (SD) ⫽ 1.06% (0.27%)] and the percentage of
the texture trials in which participants responded “Face” [0.63%
(0.20%)]. Both ratios are low and indicate that participants’ conscious
access reports are not based on pure guesses. Moreover, there was no
significant difference between those two ratios [paired t-test, t(12) ⫽
1.28, P ⫽ 0.22].
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Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm. Each trial
began with the presentation of a fixation
cross, followed by a forward mask, a stimulus, and a backward mask. The stimulus
was either a target face, the face of another
celebrity, or a texture. Participants were requested to report 1) that they could recognize the facial identity of the target stimulus,
2) that they could detect the presence of the
target face but could not recognize its facial
identity, or 3) that they could not see a face.
Notably, the facial images were displayed
for illustration. The actual images used in the
experiment are not shown here due to copyright.

To ensure a sufficient number of trials for the analysis of each
condition, we adjusted mask intensities for individual participants
before the experiment to obtain the luminance that yielded a stimulus
at threshold such that the proportion of trials in which participants
consciously recognized the facial identity of the target, the proportion
of trials in which participants could not recognize the identity of the
target but could consciously detect the presence of a target face, and
the proportion of trials in which participants could not consciously
detect the presence of a target face were all above 15% (see Behavioral performance for more details). During this calibration session,
the experimental paradigm was the same as described above, and each
participant completed one to three runs.
MEG recording and preprocessing. MEG recordings were performed using a whole head system consisting of 157 axial gradiometer
channels (Yokogawa, Tokyo, Japan). The signals were digitized at
1,000 Hz and filtered with 0.3-Hz high-pass and 500-Hz low-pass
cutoffs and a 60-Hz notch. To minimize head movements between
runs, the participants’ head positions relative to the MEG sensors were
monitored using a set of head localization coils placed at the nasion
and the left and right ear canals. FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al. 2011),
CircStat (Berens 2009), and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA) software were used for data preprocessing, analysis, and
visualization.
Continuous MEG data were segmented into 1,800-ms epochs
starting from 800 ms before the onset of the forward mask. Trials
contaminated with eye movements, eye blinks, and muscular
artifacts were rejected via visual inspection and semiautomatic
functions implemented in FieldTrip. The remaining trials were
then submitted to the following analyses.
Event-related magnetic field analysis. The MEG data were resampled at 250 Hz and digitally filtered with a 50-Hz low-pass filter.
Notably, these specific downsampling and low-pass filtering procedures were applied for the event-related magnetic field (ERF) analysis
only. Next, the data were averaged across trials for each experimental
condition and each participant. The averaged data were baselinecorrected by subtracting the mean activity during the baseline period
(300 –100 ms preceding the onset of the forward mask).
Spectral power analysis. Time-frequency representations of power
and phase information in the MEG signals were computed using
Morlet’s wavelets (m ⫽ 7) on every sensor, frequency (8 –100 Hz,
step: 2 Hz), and time point (⫺800 –1,000 ms, step: 10 ms) in each
trial. For spectral power, the activities were averaged across trials for
each experimental condition and each participant. To compensate for
1/f decay, the averaged power activities for each data point were
normalized to a baseline ranging from 350 to 150 ms preceding the

onset of the forward mask. Normalization involved calculating the 10
log transform of the power relative to the mean baseline power on a
frequency-by-frequency basis.
Intertrial phase coherence analysis. For phase information, the
degree of phase clustering (or phase locking) in response to the target
was assessed by intertrial coherence (ITC; or phase-locking factor;
TallonBaudry et al. 1996). The ITC was computed by normalizing the
lengths of complex vectors (derived from the wavelet transform) to a
value of 1 and then computing their average across trials. The ITC
index ranges between 0 and 1. An ITC close to 0 reflects low phase
clustering (i.e., the distribution of phase angles across trials is uniform), whereas an ITC close to 1 reflects strong phase clustering (i.e.,
all trials exhibit the same phase).
Phase bifurcation analysis. Given that two experimental conditions
with comparable strength of phase clustering (i.e., similar ITC values)
might be locked to different phase angles, a phase bifurcation index
was calculated for every sensor-time-frequency point (s, t, f) to
quantify any difference in the distribution of the phase angles between
the two conditions (Busch et al. 2009). Rather than directly examining
the phase distributions, this index serves as a more sensitive measure
to mitigate the concern that associated power may obscure potential
phase effects (Mathewson et al. 2009; VanRullen et al. 2011). To
obtain this index, the respective ITC values of the conditions A and B
were computed against the ITC value of the trials combined from both
conditions as follows:

共s,t,f 兲 ⫽ 共ITCA共s,t,f 兲 ⫺ ITCAll共s,t,f 兲兲 ⫻ 共ITCB共s,t,f 兲 ⫺ ITCAll共s,t,f 兲兲
When the two conditions exhibit comparable phase clustering but
different phase angles, the index is a positive value. When the degrees
of phase clustering are comparable and the phases in both conditions
are in a similar direction, the value is close to zero. Notably, a recent
simulation study suggested that a variant measure, phase opposition
sum ( ⫽ ITCA ⫹ ITCB ⫺ 2ITCAll), may provide more satisfactory
outcomes (VanRullen 2016); therefore, we additionally computed the
data on the basis of this measure. The same pattern of results was still
obtained.
Bootstrap procedure. A bootstrap procedure was used to ensure
that the difference in trial numbers between experimental conditions
did not bias the measurement of spectral power, ITC, or the phase
bifurcation index. Specifically, the trials were randomly selected
without replacement from the condition with a greater number of trials
such that the trial numbers were matched between the two conditions
being compared. This procedure was repeated 2,000 times to generate
a distribution of power, ITC, or the phase bifurcation index for every
sensor-time-frequency point in the condition with more trials. The
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obtained distribution was then characterized by its mean, which was
later used in the cluster-based permutation analysis.
Notably, according to our a priori hypothesis, the data were
computed only for the alpha frequency band during the analysis of
phase bifurcation. In addition, the experimentally obtained index was
tested against the mean of a surrogate distribution under a null
hypothesis (Busch et al. 2009). The reason that the index cannot be
directly compared with zero is because ITC values depend on the
number of trials, and thereby, even for a uniform phase distribution,
the expected value is not zero. The null distribution was generated by
pooling all trials from the conditions, randomly assigning an equal
number of trials to one of the two conditions and then recalculating
the bifurcation index 2,000 times.
Cluster-based permutation test. To determine whether the data
differed significantly between experimental conditions, cluster-based
permutation tests were conducted (Maris and Oostenveld 2007). This
statistical test does not require specific assumptions about the shape of
the population distribution, and it controls for multiple comparison
problems. In these tests, the experimental differences were quantified
by means of paired t-tests for every sensor-time-frequency sample.
The samples with t values exceeding the threshold (P ⬍ 0.05) were
then clustered in connected sets on the basis of spatial, temporal, or
frequency adjacency. The cluster with the maximum sum of t values
was used as a test statistic. A distribution was then generated by
randomly permuting the data across the conditions for each participant
and then recalculating the test statistic 1,000 times using a Monte
Carlo estimate. Finally, P values were determined by evaluating the
proportion of the distribution resulting in a test statistic larger than the
observed statistic.
RESULTS

Behavioral performance. Because our goal was to examine
how conscious access to different levels of target contents
alternated over trials, the catch (i.e., non-target face and texture
stimuli) trials were discarded and the target trials were sorted
into the three following experimental conditions on the basis of
participants’ reports: 1) face identification hit (FI), trials in
which participants consciously recognized the facial identity of
the target [mean (SD) number of trials ⫽ 55(6)]; 2) face
detection hit (FD), trials in which participants could not recognize the identity of the target but could consciously detect
the presence of a target face [193 (17)]; and 3) face miss (FM),
trials in which participants could not consciously detect the
presence of a target face [96 (14)]. Behaviorally, the first trial
type is operationally defined as reflecting conscious access to
facial identity, whereas the second one reflects conscious
access to facial configural features.
The participants had an average identification rate of 16.31%
(1.94%) and a detection rate of 54.21% (4.68%). The identification and detection rates are defined as the proportion of the
FI and FD trials, respectively, to the sum of the FI, FD, and FM
trials. The detection rates were significantly higher than the
identification rates [paired t-test, t(12) ⫽ 6.20, P ⬍ 0.001],
indicating that participants were more likely to consciously
access facial configural features than facial identity. To probe
whether conscious access to deep-level target contents required
more processing, reaction time (RT) data were examined. The
analyses did not reveal any significant RT difference between
the FI [mean ⫽ 944.29 (50.91) ms from the onset of the
response window] and FD [mean ⫽ 903.28 (63.68) ms] trials
[paired t-test, t(12) ⫽ 0.70, P ⫽ 0.50], or even when all three
trial types were compared [FM: 944.29 (50.91) ms; one-way
repeated measures ANOVA, F(2, 26) ⫽ 0.68, P ⫽ 0.4].
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Face-selective ERF activity. To validate the effectiveness of
task manipulation and to identify an independent face-selective
window for the follow-up analysis on the ERF difference
between conscious face identification and conscious face detection, we first examined the presence of the face-selective
M170 component in the data (Liu et al. 2002). Given that this
component is more negative for face stimuli than for control
nonface stimuli, we contrasted the ERF activities of the celebrity face trials associated with “Face” responses (the F trials)
with the texture trials associated with “No” responses (the T
trials). As shown in Fig. 2A, a significant ERF difference was
indeed observed between these two trial types (cluster-based
permutation test, P ⫽ 0.038). Face-selective ERF responses
were identified over the right central-parietal-temporal sensors,
and the latencies ranged from 462 to 638 ms after first mask
onset (162–338 ms after face onset). Visual scrutiny further
revealed that those ERF activities exhibited a negative component that peaked at a latency of ~170 ms after face onset and
exhibited a higher magnitude in the celebrity face trials than in
the texture trials. Overall, these patterns closely correspond to
the previously described M170 component. It is worth mentioning that although the result was not significant, visual
inspection revealed another positive component elicited ~100
ms after face onset, which is in agreement with another less
frequently reported M100 face-sensitive component (Liu et al.
2002).
Stronger ERF activity during conscious face identification
relative to conscious face detection. To investigate the neural
signatures reflecting conscious access to the levels of target
contents, we reasoned that differential neural responses between the FI and FM conditions would indicate conscious face
identification, whereas differential responses between the FD
and FM conditions would indicate conscious face detection. As
in previous studies, we first examined whether the ERF responses in the previously identified face-selective window in
Fig. 2A reflected those differences. For this analysis, the
responses in the window were extracted and averaged for the
FI, FD, and FM conditions. During conscious face identification, we observed stronger negative ERF activation in FI than
in FM [paired t-test, t(12) ⫽ 2.45, P ⫽ 0.031]. In contrast, no
significant ERF activity was associated with conscious face
detection, as indicated by comparable responses in the FD and
FM conditions [t(12) ⫽ 0.87, P ⫽ 0.40].
To provide a more rigorous measure and mitigate multiple
comparison problems, cluster-based permutation tests were
conducted to search for ERF activities that reflected levels of
conscious access based on all sensor-time points. As shown in
Fig. 2B, these analyses revealed significantly higher ERF
activities in the FI than in the FM condition over the centraloccipito-parietal sensors in the 606- to 1,000-ms interval after
first mask onset (306 –700 ms after face onset; P ⫽ 0.018).
Similar to the previously reported results, there was no significant difference between the FD and FM conditions (P ⬎ 0.29;
Fig. 2C). However, when the analysis was restricted to the
aforementioned sensor-frequency-time window as indicated in
Fig. 2B, we did observe enhanced ERF activities in the FD
trials relative to the FM trials [paired t-test, t(12) ⫽ 2.41, P ⫽
0.033]. In sum, conscious face identification elicits more robust
ERF activation than conscious face detection.
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Fig. 3. A and B: phase clustering for conscious face identification (A) and conscious face detection (B) as revealed
by the ITC measure. Left, color scales express the average
ITC differences between the FI and FM trials (A) and the
FD and FM trials (B) during the time period indicated by
brackets in panel at right (shown in A only). Asterisks in
scalp topographies highlight a cluster of sensors exhibiting significant differences. Right, a time-frequency
representation of the ITC index from sensor AG98. Solid
vertical line indicates onset of the first mask, and dashed
vertical line indicates onset of the stimulus. Brackets (A,
right) highlight the time-frequency window exhibiting a
significant difference.

-0.05

-0.1
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Stronger phase clustering during conscious face identification relative to conscious face detection. In addition to ERF
analysis, the spectral power and phase of the MEG data were
characterized for every sensor-time-frequency point in each
trial. Moreover, a bootstrap procedure was used to ensure that
any difference in trial numbers between the two conditions
being compared would not bias the following time-frequency
analyses (see Bootstrap procedure for details). Although spectral power did not differ significantly during conscious face
identification (cluster-based permutation test, P ⬎ 0.06) or
conscious face detection (P ⬎ 0.20), a significant difference in
phase clustering was observed for conscious face identification. Phase clustering was measured by the ITC index, which
assessed to what extent phases were clustered in a similar
direction over trials in each condition. As shown in Fig. 3A,
phase was more densely concentrated in the FI trials than in the
FM trials for the 10-Hz alpha frequency (cluster-based permutation test, P ⫽ 0.004). Moreover, this effect occurred primarily in the right frontal-parietal-temporal sites at ~240 to 580 ms
after first mask onset (⫺60 –280 ms after face onset). Although
the FD and FM conditions were not significantly different (Fig.
3B; P ⫽ 0.31), when the analysis was restricted to the sensorfrequency-time window indicated in Fig. 3A, the ITC values in
the FD trials were significantly higher than those in the FM
trials [paired t-test, t(12) ⫽ 2.92, P ⫽ 0.013].
Distinct patterns of phase angle adjustment between conscious face identification and conscious face detection. Recently, conscious perception has been linked to the fluctuation
of prestimulus phases in the alpha frequency range, with
different phase angles associated with aware and unaware trials

(Busch et al. 2009; Mathewson et al. 2009). Accordingly,
although the previous ITC results reveal that during the prestimulus period, the two types of trials being compared (i.e.,
the FI and FM trial pair during conscious face identification or
the FD and FM trial pair during conscious face detection) could
elicit comparable phase clustering strength, it is possible that
these two types of trials are locked to different phase angles. In
other words, the distributions of the phase angles between the
FI and FM trials or between the FD and FM trials are deviated
in a similar amount from uniformity, but the direction of
deviation might differ. To investigate this possibility, we did
not directly assess differences in the distribution of phase
angles in the alpha band (8 –12 Hz) because power may
obscure phase values (Mathewson et al. 2009; VanRullen et al.
2011). Instead, the phase bifurcation index in the alpha band, in
which power is normalized, was used to examine whether
those two trial types in each pair were locked to different phase
directions (Busch et al. 2009; VanRullen 2016). The obtained
index was then tested against shuffled data under the null
hypothesis (see Bootstrap procedure for details). The positive
index would represent different phase angles between trial
types.
During conscious face detection, the analysis did demonstrate positive phase bifurcation indexes that were significantly
widespread across the brain in the 8- to 12-Hz frequency range
and in the ⫺340- to 80-ms time window after the onset of the
first mask (Fig. 4A, cluster-based permutation test, P ⬍ 0.001).
For conscious face identification, we also found that different
phase angles locked to the FI and FM trials in the 8- to 12-Hz
frequency band (Fig. 4B). However, the pattern was distinct

Fig. 2. A: the face-selective sensor-time window. Left, scalp topography with color scale expressing average amplitude (Tesla/cm) during the time period indicated
by the horizontal bar on panel at right. Asterisks highlight the clusters of sensors yielding significant differences. Right, the time course of the ERF waveform
from the representative sensor AG119. Solid vertical line indicates onset of the first mask, dashed vertical line indicates onset of the stimulus, and horizontal
bar highlights the time period yielding a significant difference. B and C: ERF activity during conscious face identification (B) and during conscious face detection
(C). Conventions are the same as those in A, except that the waveform is from sensor AG140.
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Fig. 5. Analysis with a shorter wavelet cycle (m ⫽ 3). Similarly to those displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, phase clustering was derived for conscious face identification
(A) and phase bifurcation was derived for conscious face detection (B), for conscious face identification (C), or between conscious face identification and
detection (D). Conventions are the same as in Figs. 3 and 4, except that the sensors were AG11 (B), AG57 (C), and AG62 (D).

from that observed for conscious face detection, because the
phase effect occurred primarily at the anterior sensors between
⫺170 and 110 ms following the onset of the first mask (P ⬍
0.001). To further explore whether the obtained phase effects
were indeed distinct between the two forms of conscious
access, we additionally examined phase bifurcation between
the FI and FD trials. As shown in Fig. 4C, the phases in these
two trial types also clustered in different directions. This
significant phenomenon was observed between 8 and 12 Hz
and between ⫺350 and 170 ms after the onset of the first mask.
Overall, our observation indicates that the conscious identification and detection of the target faces could be manifested by
differential patterns of phase adjustment, even before the onset
of the first mask.
To substantiate the above findings, we first verified that the
obtained results were not spurious, because Rayleigh’s tests
were adopted to ensure that for every participant, phase distributions were not significantly deviated from uniformity when the FI
and FM trials were combined (all P ⬎ 0.25), when the FD and FM
trials were combined (all P ⬎ 0.085, except for one participant:
P ⫽ 0.04), or when the FI and FD trials were combined (all P ⬎
0.089). In addition, we confirmed that the ITC values were indeed
comparable between the given two trial types being compared in
all the sensor-time-frequency windows indicated in Fig. 4 [FI vs.
FM: paired t-test, t(12) ⫽ 0.19, P ⫽ 0.86; FD vs. FM:
t(12) ⫽ 090, P ⫽ 0.38; FI vs. FD: t(12) ⫽ 1.53, P ⫽ 0.15].
Furthermore, current time-frequency analysis relied on convolving MEG signals with a wavelet function, which is ex-

tended in time. To ensure that the data collected after stimulus
onset did not affect the prestimulus effects and vice versa, we
repeated the analysis with a shorter wavelet cycle (m ⫽ 3). The
main results of prestimulus phase-adjustment effects and peristimulus phase-clustering effects at the alpha band were still
obtained (Fig. 5).
DISCUSSION

As revealed by a series of neural events, conscious access to
different levels of stimulus contents (i.e., facial identity and
facial configural features) shows several quantitative and qualitative distinctions. First, before the target face was actually
presented, different alpha-phase angle adjustment was found to
link to conscious face identification and conscious face detection. The sensor-time evolution of this phenomenon also differed. Next, divergent conscious processes continued to unfold
during target onset. Just before the targets were presented, the
alpha phases became increasingly clustered in a similar direction across trials for conscious face identification relative to
conscious face detection. After target onset, stronger ERF
activity was elicited by conscious face identification as opposed to conscious face detection.
Qualitative differences in prestimulus phase effects between
conscious access to levels of facial contents. Growing evidence has addressed the importance of the ongoing phase in
informing cognitive processes (Sauseng and Klimesch 2008;
VanRullen et al. 2011). In particular, the prestimulus alpha

Fig. 4. A–C: phase bifurcation for conscious face detection (A), conscious face identification (B), and between conscious face identification and detection (C).
Left, color scales express the average phase bifurcation index derived from the FD and FM trials (A), the FI and FM trials (B), or the FI and FD trials (C) during
the time period indicated by the horizontal bar on the panel at right. Asterisks in scalp topographies highlight the clusters of sensors exhibiting significant
differences. Right, the time course of the index obtained from sensors AG98 (A), AG92 (B), and AG98 (C) after collapsing across frequencies. Solid vertical
line indicates onset of the first mask, and dashed vertical line indicates onset of the stimulus. Horizontal bars indicate the time periods exhibiting significant
differences.
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phase may influence the subsequent conscious detection of
near-threshold visual stimuli (Busch et al. 2009; Mathewson
et al. 2009). In these studies, the aware and unaware stimuli
were locked at different prestimulus phase angles. Because
alpha phases may represent cortical excitability (Palva and
Palva 2011), the prestimulus phases of alpha oscillations have
been interpreted to reflect how the brain state, just preceding
the event, oscillates between low and high excitable states in
successive cycles and, in turn, determines whether a stimulus is
consciously perceived or not. In other words, near-threshold
stimuli preceded by alpha phases indexing high excitability are
more easily consciously perceived, whereas stimuli preceded
by alpha phases indexing low excitability are less likely to be
consciously perceived.
Consistent with this idea, the present study observed a
similar role for alpha-phase coding during conscious perception. We provide additional findings that prestimulus phase
effects are present not only during conscious access at a basic
level (i.e., facial configural features) but also at a deep level
(i.e., facial identity). However, the pattern of the phase effect
during conscious face identification differs from that observed
during conscious face detection in a qualitative manner. First,
the sensor-time evolution of the prestimulus phase effects in
these two conscious processes differs. Most importantly, identified, detected, and missed target faces are locked to different
alpha-phase angles. The latter finding suggests that conscious
access to levels of facial contents could be similarly interpreted
as depending on prestimulus alpha cycles, oscillating among
phases of an optimal excitable state wherein the target identity
could be consciously identified, phases of an intermediate
excitable state wherein the targets could be consciously detected but not identifiable, and phases of a low excitable state
wherein the targets could not be perceived.
Quantitative differences in peristimulus phase clustering
between conscious access to levels of facial contents. When
stimuli are about to be presented, our results further reveal that
phase clustering to target faces is relatively enhanced early at
the alpha band to enable conscious access to facial identity
rather than facial configural features. This finding concurs with
a previous report indicating that alpha-phase clustering to
consciously perceived stimuli can be observed as early as
stimulus onset (Palva et al. 2005). Because focused attention
may elicit large alpha-phase clustering just before or during
stimulus processing (Hanslmayr et al. 2005; Yamagishi et al.
2008), our result may reflect a potential link between temporal
attention and conscious access at a high level. Particularly, it is
conceivable that participants were unlikely to keep a constant
attentional state throughout the whole experiment. This observation might indicate their fluctuations of attention from trial to
trial such that in the FI trials, focused attention happened to be
strong and in turn boosted access to high-level conscious
content. In support of this idea, when attention is deployed on
a given location, evidence has shown that visual or conscious
performance is improved by enhancing the perceptual representation of incoming stimuli (Hsu et al. 2011; Prinzmetal et al.
2005), possibly via a change in the visual system’s effective
spatial resolution (Anton-Erxleben and Carrasco 2013).
Quantitative differences in poststimulus ERF activities between conscious access to levels of facial contents. The current
results concurs with prior research (Tanskanen et al. 2007),
showing the involvement of the M170 component in conscious

face identification. Despite some previous findings (Navajas et
al. 2013; Sandberg et al. 2013), this observation indicates that
conscious access to facial identify may occur at an early stage
(see the following section). We also identified a stronger late
positive ERF activation during conscious face identification
(Genetti et al. 2009) and conscious face detection (Rodríguez
et al. 2012), with stronger magnitude in the former. The
sensor-time pattern of this component closely corresponds to
so-called late positivity (LP) in perceptual awareness, which
predominantly localizes at the parietal and central sites and
begins in the P300 time window at ~300 – 400 ms after stimulus presentation (Koivisto and Revonsuo 2010; Railo et al.
2011). However, it remains unclear whether LP is a direct
correlate of conscious perception (Liddell et al. 2004; Sergent
et al. 2005) or the consequence of postawareness cognitive
processes, such as working-memory maintenance (Aru et al.
2012). Despite this controversy, the LP observed in this study
may suggest that a distinct stage of late processing is involved
in mediating conscious access to facial identity.
Distinct but associated neural mechanisms underlying conscious access to levels of stimulus contents. The present study
investigates how conscious access to the existing levels of
stimulus contents embedded in the target stimuli alternates
over trials within a single experimental design. We demonstrate that quantitatively and qualitatively distinct stages of
conscious processing are recruited for accessing facial identity
and facial configural features. On the one hand, the neural
activities underlying conscious access to levels of stimulus
contents diverge even before stimulus onset. These findings
suggest that different levels of stimulus contents may not be
simultaneously accessed and then resolved at a later processing stage. Rather, a specific level of upcoming conscious content is separately tracked and partly determined
early, before the stimulus is presented. Although counterintuitive, a similar account has previously proposed that
stimulus contents at each level are independently consciously accessed, in the sense that conscious access to
deep-level stimulus contents can occur without accessing
basic-level contents and vice versa (Kouider et al. 2010).
On the other hand, our results reveal early phase clustering
and late LP activity during both conscious face identification
and conscious face detection, despite weak magnitude in the
latter. This overlapping pattern of neural signatures suggests
that conscious access to levels of stimulus contents may rely on
an associated mechanism in which conscious access to deeplevel contents is built on conscious access to basic-level contents. Accordingly, to consciously access deep-level stimulus
contents, early enhanced focused attention, as marked by phase
clustering, and late cognitive reflection, as marked by LP
activity, might be required for further processing.
In contrast to the previous studies indicating that conscious
face detection precedes conscious face identification, the present results show an early neural signature (i.e., ITC and M170
enhancement) responsible for conscious face identification
after stimulus onset. This discrepancy may reflect different
analysis approaches. For example, event-related analysis is
primarily adopted in previous studies, whereas our findings
concerning phase information are based on time-frequency
analysis and a different statistical analysis is employed to
mitigate multiple comparison problems, which might also
explain why relatively weak neural responses to conscious face
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detection cannot be properly characterized. However, the discrepancy may also reflect different task requirements. In the
current design, conscious face identification and detection were
investigated within a single paradigm, and conscious access at
different levels was framed on the basis of participants’ response choices. Accordingly, is it possible that these choices
did not genuinely reflect levels of conscious access, but processing bias due to the nature of the task? For example,
participants were aware which target celebrity they should
expect. Because of such bias (Melloni et al. 2011), conscious
face identification elicited stronger ITC and M170 responses
than conscious face detection, and the responses occurred
early, right after stimulus onset. Although this possibility
cannot be completely ruled out, we suggest that the overall
findings are not fully compatible with this alternative explanation. First, it is worth emphasizing that catch trials were
included in the design so that participants did not have any
prior knowledge regarding which type of stimulus was about to
be presented. In addition, participants were instructed to report
their conscious experience of the stimuli rather than search for
target identity in the task. More importantly, our analysis does
not reveal any RT differences among response choices. In
addition, participants produced few false identifications and
detections during catch trials, and these two types of false
responses did not significantly differ (see Procedure). These
analyses collectively reveal that general processing bias may
not exist during selection of the choice “Liu” and “Face.”
Notably, expectation lowers the threshold of conscious perception (Melloni et al. 2011), and thereby high identification rates
should be obtained if expectation does exist and benefits
conscious face identification. However, our behavioral data
show that when facing an incoming stimulus, participants were
better at consciously accessing facial configural features than
facial identity, as indicated by higher detection rates. Taking
these findings together, we suggest that “task advantage”
specific to conscious face identification is unlikely to be present in this study.
Nevertheless, in the current setting, only one target celebrity
was used throughout the experiment. Although this strategy
aims to avoid introduction of additional noise, given that
different target identities require differential mask intensities to
obtain the luminance that yields stimuli at threshold, our
approach inevitably limits the generalization of our findings to
a broader domain of stimulus processing. Additionally, a more
sensitive response scale, such as refined and broad levels of
response choices, should be incorporated in future investigations to better understand the neural mechanism underlying
levels of conscious face perception.
Conclusion. Beyond the controversy surrounding whether
early or late neural responses are responsible for conscious face
detection or identification, we suggest that prestimulus activities together with stimulus-related activities may operate in
combination for the brain to determine which level of stimulus
contents can be consciously accessed. This idea is in line with
recent accumulating evidence showing that perceptual processing depends not only on stimuli themselves but also on the state
of rhythmic brain activity that precedes the upcoming stimuli
(see Britz and Michel 2011 for a review). Thus conscious
access may be better construed as comprising various forms
that depend on the level of stimulus contents accessed. We
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believe that this view will provide a more solid basis for
understanding the nature of conscious access in future studies.
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